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Reading and Writing Across the Curriculum                                      Advanced Fluent Stage: Guided Reading Levels Q–S (40) & T–V (50)

Title Text type Curriculum links Key concepts

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage: Level Q (40)

¿Cómo se hace un campeón? Biographies Health and Physical Education Champion sportspeople have certain qualities that enable them to be the best.
Some sportspeople face hurdles that they must overcome to become a champion.

Como pez en el agua Narrative Health and Physical Education
Language Arts: Literature 

Characters can change, and these changes can be seen through their actions and dialogue.
Sometimes a negative event can have a positive outcome for a character.

HeroRATs: Ratas heroínas Report Science: Living things Rats can be trained to help people.
Rats can use their sense of smell to detect things such as landmines and tuberculosis.

Una ratite inteligente Narrative Language Arts:  Literature A character’s attitudes and feelings can change throughout a story.
Things that happen to a character can change how they think and act.

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage: Level R (40)

Los primeros visitantes Report Social Studies: Geography Some places are difficult and dangerous to visit.
Some people risk their lives to be the first to visit remote, hard-to-reach places.

Odiseo y el Cíclope Narrative Language Arts: Literature Legends are set in a historical time and place, with imaginary features such as mythical creatures.
Legends convey a message or a lesson that people can learn from.

Polio: Una enfermedad  
aterradora

Report Health
Science: Science at work

Some diseases cause fear and panic because they are contagious and can be deadly.
Vaccinations protect people by providing immunity to diseases.

¡A bailar! Narrative Health and Physical Education  
Language Arts: Literature

Characters from different eras can be faced with similar challenges.
The way in which a character responds to challenges reveals aspects of
their personality.

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage: Level S (40)

Nuestra Tierra activa Report Science: Earth Science   
Social Studies: Geography

The Earth is made up of several layers that are constantly moving and changing.
The movement of the Earth can cause volcanoes, hot spots, earthquakes,  
and tsunamis, which can have devastating effects on people.

Nace un géiser Narrative Social Studies: Geography   
Language Arts: Literature

Characters in a narrative sometimes reflect on previous experiences.
A character’s motives, attitudes, and actions can be influenced by their prior
knowledge and experiences.

Energía limpia Report Science: Earth Science   
Technology

Energy is essential and can be produced in a variety of ways.
Renewable energy sources never run out and they are a clean way to make energy.

Sobreviviente del terremoto Narrative Technology   
Language Arts: Literature

Narratives can be told from the perspective of different characters.
Narratives can change setting (time and/or place) throughout a story.


